Abstract: Let M be a locally conformally at manifold with metric g: Choose a local coordinate system on M so g = e 2h X dx dx where dx dx is the Euclidean standard metric. A polynomial P in the derivatives of h with coe cients depending smoothly on h is a local invariant for locally conformally at structures if the expression P(h X ) is independent of the choice of X: Form valued local invariants are de ned similarly. In this paper, we study the properties of the associated de Rham complex. We show that any invariant form can be obtained from the previously studied local invariants of Riemannian structures by restriction. We show the cohomology of the de Rham complex of local invariants is trivial. We also obtain the following characterization of the Euler class. Suppose that for an invariant polynomial P; the integral R T m Pjdv g j vanishes for any locally conformally at metric g on the torus T m : Then up to the divergence of an invariantly de ned one form, the polynomial P is a constant multiple of the Euler integrand. 
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(0:4)
In this paper, we pose and answer a conformal analogue of Singer's question. Let be symmetrized tensor product. If X is a system of local coordinates, let dx dx be the standard Euclidean metric. We say that (M; g) is locally conformally at if for every point P of M; there exists a system of local coordinates X de ned near P and a smooth conformal factor h X so that g = e 2h X dx dx near P: (0:5)
For example, any metric of constant sectional curvature is locally conformally at. Since M is always locally conformally at if m 2; we shall assume m 3 in what follows. If (M; g) is locally conformally at, then the Pontrjagin forms vanish identically, see Avez 2] . Consequently, not every manifold admits a locally conformally at metric; for example complex projective space CP n for n 2 admits no locally conformally at metric.
Let P(h) be a polynomial in the derivatives of h with coe cients depending smoothly on h: If g is locally conformally at, we can choose a local coordinate system X so that g = e 2h X dx dx: (0:6) Of course, there are many such coordinate systems; we say that P is invariant if P(g) := P(h X ) is independent of the choice of X and depends only on the locally conformally at metric g: Let P m;0 be the space of such scalar invariants; we de ne the space of n form valued polynomial invariants P m;n similarly.
These are not invariants of the conformally at structure; they are polynomials which are invariant under a suitable subgroup of the group of di eomorphisms. A priori, it is not obvious that these invariants are the restriction of Riemannian invariants to this setting. Fortunately, it turns out that this is the case. Let i 1 i 2 i 3 :::i be the components of the symmetrized covariant derivatives of the Ricci tensor. Let Q m;n be the space of n form valued polynomial invariants in these variables. We contract indices in pairs to form scalar invariants; for example, the scalar curvature = ii is such an invariant. Form valued invariants are constructed similarly. We introduce a grading based on counting the number of derivatives which appear; is homogeneous of degree 2 and each covariant derivative adds one to the degree. Let P m;n;p and Q m;n;p be the subspace of invariants which are homogeneous of degree p in the jets of the metric. If P is an n form valued invariant polynomial, then P is homogeneous of degree p if and only if for any positive constant c and for any locally conformally at metric g; P(c 2 g) = c n?p P(g):
This permits us to decompose P m;n = p P m;n;p and Q m;n = p Q m;n;p :
(a) The forgetful functor is an isomorphism from Q m;n;p to P m;n;p : (b) If n-p is odd or if 2p < n; then P m;n;p = f0g:
Remark: Since the Pontrjagin forms belong to P m;n;n ; (b) gives another proof that the Pontrjagin forms vanish on locally conformally at metrics. We also note that Robin Graham has proved that on any Riemannian manifold, one can locally conformally change the metric to one in which all the symmetrized covariant derivatives of the Ricci tensor vanish; this is discussed by Lee and Parker 11] .
Exterior di erentiation d and its dual, interior di erentiation provide maps d : P m;n;p ! P m;n+1;p+1 and : P m;n;p ! P m;n?1;p+1 :
(0:9) Let X = (x 1 ; :::; x m ) be the standard periodic parameters on the torus T m ; and let C be the set of all metrics on T m giving the standard conformal structure; g 2 C if and only if g = e 2h dx dx: (0:10) Singer's conjecture is concerned with Riemannian invariants. It has an extension to the locally conformally at category. In the following theorem, we will only need to require that (0.1) vanishes for g 2 C to conclude that (0.2) holds for any locally conformally at metric. Remark: In Theorems 0.2 and 0.3, the algebra of polynomial invariants may be replaced by the algebra of invariants with smooth dependence on the jets of the metric up to a nite order.
Gilkey's approach to the original question involved two steps. He rst studied conformal variations of the metric. This step is, of course, a logical one in our setting and it su ces to prove Theorem 0.3. Conformal variations also reduce the proof of Theorem 0.2 to the special case in which the invariants are homogeneous of degree m in the jets of the metric. Gilkey's second step involved stabilization; this was a reduction of the dimension m carried out by considering product manifolds N T 1 endowed with their natural product metrics; since stabilization does not preserve conformal atness, di erent techniques are required. x1 is devoted to the proof of Theorem 0.1. In x2, we use Gilkey's techniques of conformal variation to prove Theorem 0.3 and to reduce the proof of Theorem 0.2 to the special case in which the invariants are homogeneous of order m in the jets of the metric. In x3, we use techniques of Anderson 1] and Olver 13 ] to further reduce the proof of Theorem 0.2 to the special case where the invariants involve only the jets of order at most 2 in the metric. In x4, we complete the proof by constructing an explicit basis for the space of second order invariants and by studying variational formulas.
In the original problem, one assumed that the invariant was unchanged under arbitrary variations in the metric. Here we show that the original conclusion remains valid under the weaker condition that it is unchanged by variations within the locally at conformal structure.
We conclude the introduction by describing one of the problems which motivated us. We expect that our result will have applications in the extremal problem for the functional determinant of the conformal Laplacian But the terms in (0.14) with these coe cients produce the two terms in Polyakov type determinant quotient formula which are dominant in a certain precise sense having to do with inequalities of borderline Sobolev embedding and Moser Trudinger type.
It is a pleasant task to thank the referee for helpful comments and suggestions.
x1 Local invariants of locally conformally at manifolds
We adopt the notational convention that Roman indices i; j; etc. range from 1 through m and that they index a local orthonormal frame for the tangent bundle. Let R ijkl be the curvature tensor. We adopt the Einstein convention and sum over repeated indices. Let ij := R ikkj and := ii be the Ricci tensor and scalar curvature; with our sign convention, R 1221 = +1 on the standard sphere in R (1:4) and which are conformal; i.e. we assume that there exists a germ of a smooth function h so that (dx dx) = e 2h dx dx:
(1:5) This is the structure group with which we shall be dealing. (1:9) We choose so that dh (0) + dh(0) = 0 and then rescale the resulting coordinate system to complete the proof of (b).
Proof of Theorem 0.1: Fix x 0 2 M: Choose a conformal system of coordinates X centered at x 0 so that g = e 2h X (dx dx):
(1:10) By Lemma 1.1, we may assume that h X (x 0 ) = 0 and dh X (x 0 ) = 0: Let 0 6 = P 2 P m;n;p : Then P(g)(x 0 ) is a polynomial in the jets of h X of order at least 2. Let @ i denote ordinary partial di erentiation. The curvature tensor at x 0 takes the form R ijkl = jl @ i @ k h + ik @ j @ l h ? il @ j @ k h ? jk @ i @ l h: where the term E involves lower order jets of h evaluated at x 0 : Consequently, we can express the jets of h in terms of these tensors; conversely these tensors are expressible in terms of the jets of h: Thus P(g) = P(V ij ; V (1) ijk ; ::::) is a polynomial in these tensorial variables. As a result of (1.15), the variables fV ij ; V (1) ijk ; :::g are algebraically independent; there are no universal identities other than that of complete symmetry. It now follows that the forgetful functor from Q m;n;p to P m;n;p is an isomorphism which proves Theorem 0.1 (a (a) Let P 2 P m;0 for 3 m: Assume that R T m P(g)jdv g j = 0 8 g 2 C: Then there exists P m 2 P m;0;m and Q 2 P m;1 so that P = P m + Q: (b) Let P 2 P m;n for 1 n m: If n < m; assume that dP = 0: If n = m; assume that R T m P(g) = 0 8g 2 C: Then there exists P n 2 P m;n;n and Q 2 P m;n?1 so that P = P n + dQ: Proof: We rst prove (a); we follow the treatment in 7]; see also ( 9] , x2.9). There exist invariant polynomials P which are homogeneous of order in the jets of the metric so that P = P 0 + ::: + P m + ::: + P n ; and P(c 2 g)jdv c 2 g j = c m? P (g)jdv g j:
Since each P satis es the hypothesis of Lemma 2.1 (a) separately, we may assume without loss of generality that P = P for some 6 = m:
We must now prove that P = Q: Let f 2 C 1 (M); let be a real parameter, and let g( ; f) = e 2 f g be the conformally rescaled metric. We linearize the problem. De ne Q(f; g) by Since this holds for all f 2 C 1 (T m ); S(g) 0: Because any locally conformally at metric is locally isometric to g 2 C and because the invariants are locally de ned, S must vanish identically. Thus Q(f; g) = R(f; g): (2:6) We now set f = 1 and use (2.1) to complete the proof of (a) by checking: We shall omit the proof of (b) since it follows directly from the arguments given in ( 9] , x2.9.3) in the Riemannian case and is, in any event, very similar to the proof of (a).
Proof of Theorem 0.3: We apply Lemma 2.1. Let P 2 P m;n satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 0.3. By (b), there exists P n 2 P m;n;n and Q 2 P m;n?1 so that P = P n + dQ: By Theorem 0.1, P n = 0:
Suppose that P 2 P m;0 satis es the hypothesis of Theorem 0.2. By Lemma 2.1 (a), there exists Q 2 P m;1 and P m 2 P m;0;m so that P = P m + Q: (2:8) This reduces the proof of Theorem 0.2 to the special case P 2 P m;0;m : If m is odd, then P = 0 which completes the proof in this case. We therefore assume m even henceforth.
x3 Elimination of the higher order jets
This section is devoted to the proof of the following technical result which eliminates the higher order jets from consideration. Then there exists a polynomial Q 2 P m;1;m?1 and a polynomial P 1 = P 1 (V ij ) 2 P m;0;m so that P = P 1 + Q:
We begin the proof of Lemma 3.1 with a series of technical lemmas. We work on the torus T m with the at metric for the moment. If h 2 C 1 (T m ); let S r h be the symmetric tensor given by the jets of h of order r: Let A m;n (v) be the vector space of all polynomials P(v; h) := jIj=n P I (v; h; Sh;:::;S n h)dx I (3:1) which are n form valued and which depend polynomially on certain auxiliary variables v and on the jets of h up to order n: We shall need these auxiliary parameters in the proof of Lemma 3.2. We do not impose any condition of invariance on P:
Let A m;n;p (v) be the subspace of polynomials which are homogeneous of order p > 0 in the derivatives of h:
If P 2 A m;n;p (v); de ne W(P)(v; h; t) := jIj=n P I (v; h; Sh;S 2 h; tS 3 h; :::; t n?2 S n h)dx I :
Let !(P) be the degree of W(P) in the parameter t; !(P) > 0 if and only if P involves jets of order at least 3. We di erentiate P with respect to h and hold the variables v xed to de ne dP 2 A m;n+1;p+1 (v) and P 2 A m;n?1;p+1 (v):
We use arguments of Anderson 1] and Olver 13] in the proof of the following Lemma. Proof: Suppose rst that n = 1: Then P is linear in the 1-jets of h so !(P) = 0:
We must construct Q so that !(Q) = 0: Let P = i;j;k a ijk (v)@ j h i+1 dx k : (3:4) We compute that 0 = dP = i;j;k;`aijk (v)@ j @`h i+1 dx`^dx k : (3:5) Let j 6 = k: Since only a ijk (v) gives rise to @ 2 j h i+1 dx j^d x k ; a ijk = 0: Therefore P = i;j a ij (v)@ j fh i+1 gdx j ; and dP = i;j;k (a ij ? a ik )@ k @ j h i+1 dx k^d x j : (3:6) This shows that a ij = a ik = a i : The Lemma now follows for n = 1 since P = i a i @ j h i+1 dx j = df i a i (i + 1) ?1 h i+1 g:
We proceed by induction on n and assume that the Lemma has been proved for forms of lower degree. We use the argument of Lemma 2.1 to choose a polynomial Q 2 A m;n?1;p?1 (v) with !(Q) minimal such that dQ = P: Let We decompose A m;n;p = `Am ;n;p where the monomials of any polynomial in Am ;n;p are all of length`: We use (3.16) to see that d : Am ;n;p ! Am ;n+1;p+1 : (3:17) Consequently exterior di erentiation preserves this grading. We decompose P = P 1 + :::: + P where P`2 Am ;m;m : (3:18) Since each P`satis es the conditions of the Lemma separately, we may assume without loss of generality that P = P`henceforth. Let (A; ) be the number of variables with exactly derivatives which appear in A when counted with multiplicity. In other words A(h; :::; S ?1 h; sS h; S +1 h; :::) = s (A; ) A(h; :::; S ?1 h; S h; :::): (3:19) Let A be homogeneous of order n in the derivatives of the metric. Theǹ Decompose P = P 0 + P 1 + :::; where P 2 P m;0;m : Choose L minimal with P L 6 = 0 and let L(P) = L: Choose Q 2 P m;1;m?1 so that L(P ? Q) is maximal; we replace P by P ? Q to simplify the notation involved. If 2L = m; then P = P(V ij ) so we assume that 2L < m: Thus P involves some variable of order at least 3.
Let E denote a generic polynomial which is the sum of monomials of lengths greater than L: Choose a local conformal coordinate system so that g = e 2h dx dx: Ps is a polynomial which is of order 2jsj in the jets of the metric; P 1 is a positive multiple of the scalar curvature : The discussion of x2 shows that fPsg jsj= m is a basis for B 2 : Expand P 2 B 2 \ K in the form P = jsj= m c(Ps; P) Ps; It is immediate that if P 2 K; then F(P) = 0 and therefore s c(Ps; P)F(Ps) = 0: (4:8)
We introduce an equivalence relation on F(B 2 ) by ignoring monomials which contain the expressions fV ijkl ; V iij ; V ijk g; is a monomial of F(A): Since the coe cient ofÃ in F(P) is zero,Ã must be a monomial of F(B) for some other monomial B of P: ButÃ is created either through the variation of a P term for > 1 or through the variation of a P 1 term. In the former instance, B = A: In the latter instance, P i 1 +1 1 divides B which contradicts the maximality of A:
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